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“When everything is
connected to everything else,
for better or for worse,
everything matters.”
—Bruce Mau, Massive Change
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LIVING SYSTEM COLLAGE
This collage shows systemic dynamic relationships exist in all
living systems including urban systems.

ABSTRACT
It is inconvenient for people with different physical
abilities – such as visual or physical impairment – to
wander around public spaces. Issues of accessibility
deficiency are not caused by single disciplines, like
design. They arise from natural, cultural, social, and
political dynamics, which in turn cause a lack of
empathy in society and an insufficient inclusion of
people with different abilities. They are systemic
problems that require systemic solutions.
Systemic thinking is an alternative way of thinking
about relationships and patterns in systems. When
thinking about and with systems, triggers outside the
system can play an essential role in activating its
evolution. When applied to landscape architecture,
systemic thinking can shift perceptions that conceive
design as problem-solving to its understanding as a
dynamic system capable of learning from constant
feedback loops between ideas, physical
manifestations, and consequences. Design practice
can also benefit from modeling majority-based
systems and agent-based systems, which help
understand patterns, relationships, and constraints.
This thesis highlights accessibility deficiencies in
urban systems and experiments with systemic
solutions from components of landscape
architecture. It applies systemic thinking to
reappraise elements in the pedestrian system – one
of the various urban systems – by triggering an
empathetic consciousness between pedestrians. It
proposes systemic thinking as a benefit for
landscape architecture by accepting it as a set of
dynamic and self-generated conditions generated
together with the development of urban spaces.
11
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis explores the application of general

People with Disabilities Act of the People’s Republic

Transitions from the lack of empathy to empathetic

systemic way to rethink and recognize it. Systemic

system theory to design. With the highlight of

of China requires designers to build, reform, and

systems could be constructed with the support of

thinking and system modeling are used to

accessibility deficiency issues in the urban transport

maintain accessible facilities for differently-abled

systemic thinking theoretically and system modeling

understand how to trigger the shift in the urban

system, systemic thinking and systemic modeling

people in public spaces. It is mainly because these

physically. The systemic thinking approach could

system so that the common knowledge from system

are methodologies to rethink and reevaluate the

streets are occupied by barriers, including bicycles,

explain how the systems generate through learning

theory could benefit the design of urban systems

problems occurring in urban public spaces. It aims

obstacles, or scooters, and sometimes because the

from other systems’ intelligence. Besides, it

from the landscape perspective. Finally, the end of

to raise the empathetic consciousness to turn

facilities are not well maintained. Therefore, the

answered how systems evolve following the

this thesis and the initiation of systemic design is

existing human societies full of supremacy,

reason for differently-abled people not being able to

universal pattern that feedback loops enlarged the

the experiments on how to build empathetic

vulnerability, and lack of empathy into a more

fully access urban public spaces is a generalized

influence from outside triggers to enforce the

connections. The feedback loops in the research

compassionate society, which could build an

lack of empathy in society.

system self-improved. In comparison, the system

process and experiments in the built environment

modeling turned the abstract metaphor of system

involve design as a living system reflecting and

A transition in thought and the way of thinking about

generation into four principles of designing the

influencing systemic solutions.

cultural and societal behaviors could contribute to

external trigger: nonlinear thinking, decentralization,

The knowledge about system thinking in this thesis

achieving a compassionate society. Using the ADA

interconnection, and dynamic relationships.

was mainly gained through The Systems View of

and IDEA passed in the 1980s in the United States

Life (Fritjof Capra and Pier Luigi Luisi, 2014), a book

as an example, people started shifting their

The accessibility deficiency issue defined at the

that brought new ways of thinking about living

understanding of “disability”. They stopped seeing

beginning of the thesis requires a systemic solution,

systems in terms of relationships, patterns, and

people with different abilities, such as wheelchair

not the design of specific sites or typologies. The

context. The research and comparison of

users or stick users, as those who need help or get

design process could be an adaptive procedure

accessibility deficiency issues in different structures

welfare from society but encouraged these minor

composed of defining urban public places

of societies are based on Rights or quotas? The

groups to live independently and join in as a part of

systematically, making connections between

ADA as a Model for Disability Rights (Katharine

the larger social systems.

components, getting feedback from the built

adaptive, resilient and resistant system between
differently-abled communities.

1

3

Heyer,2005). It answered how the perceptions of

environment, and regenerating the design ideas.

2

equality and rights between differently-abled

Empathetic consciousness matters because people

Understanding system generation and system

communities were interpreted in global networks.

can be differently-abled in multiple ways, and their

evolution help the landscape designers realize that

needs may vary. People with different abilities

design is not being systems builders or simply

The topic was raised with the status that differently-

support diversity and creativity so that the

place-makers but is a dynamic process to find

abled people are merely seen on the street in Hefei,

development of the human social system could be

triggers that could lead systems into a better future.

China, even though twenty thousand differently-

more sustainable. So the environment that allows

abled people live there, as documented. The lack of

everyone and the environment to contribute with

Generally, the thesis was motivated by the

accessibility in urban transport systems is not

their different abilities is essential for specific

accessibility deficiency problem, which is common

because of the lack of accessible facilities. The

groups and all of us.

in modern urban public spaces and requires a

12

Capra, Fritjof, and Pier Luigi Luisi. The systems view of life: A
unifying vision. Cambridge University Press, 2014.
2
Heyer, Katharina. “Rights or quotas? The ADA as a model for
disability rights.” Handbook of employment discrimination
research. Springer, New York, NY, 2005. 237-257.
3
Heyer, Katharina C. “The ADA on the road: Disability rights in
Germany.” Law & Social Inquiry 27.4 (2002): 723-762.
1

13
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THESIS DIAGRAM
This diagram shows how systemic thinking works and how
design could engage in the process.
14

main structure of systemic thinking
main structure of thesis
main structure of accessibility defiency issue
15
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GLOSSARY

ACCESSIBILITY DEFICIENCY ISSUE

SYSTEMIC PROBLEM

the interruptions of pedestrians’ position

the problem arises in a complex context that

change in the three-dimensional space

involves social, political and economic aspects

4

SYSTEMIC SOLUTION

SYSTEM THINKING

an interdisciplinary way to learn other systems’

a holistic approach to analyze a system’s

intelligence as a breakthrough toward systemic

constituent parts interrelate and understand

problems

how systems work over time and within the
context of larger systems5

AGENT-BASED SYSTEM

SYSTEM GENERATION

SYSTEM EVOLUTION

MAJORITY-BASED SYSTEM

the process of static components arrange

the process of living systems become more

living systems with strong center attempting to

themselves from bottom to up into a dynamic

adaptive, resilient and resistant triggered by the

control the whole system

relationships between components following

self-organizing system6

force outside of the system

LIVING SYSTEM

URBAN SYSTEM

URBAN TRANSPORT SYSTEM

PEDESTRIAN SYSTEM

open self-organizing life forms that interact with

a comprehensive collection of systems which

a set of actions that is constantly repeated,

a dynamic subsystem of urban transport

their environment, maintained by flows of

are interdependent with social, political,

which aims at changing the position in space of

system with basic components as pedestrians

information, energy and matter

economic, ecological and built environment

people and/or things

including people with different abilities

Capra, Fritjof, and Pier Luigi Luisi. The systems view of
life: A unifying vision. Cambridge University Press, 2014
5
Lutkevich, Ben. “What Is Systems Thinking? - Definition
from Whatis.com.” SearchCIO, TechTarget, 6 Aug. 2020,
https://www.techtarget.com/searchcio/definition/systemsthinking.

6

Johnson, Steven. Emergence: The connected lives of
ants, brains, cities, and software. Simon and Schuster,
2002.
7
Sullivan III, Woodruff T., and John Baross, eds. Planets
and life: the emerging science of astrobiology. Cambridge
University Press, 2007.

8

7

4

16

8

living systems with main structure of nonlinear
bottom-up pattern

Islas Rivera, V., and M. Lelis Zaragoza. “Analisis de los
sistemas de transporte. Vol. 1: Conceptos basicos.”
PUBLICACION TECNICA 307 (2008).

17

1 THE PEOPLE UNSEEN
The complicated context for the accessibility
deficiency issue that involves social, political, and
economic aspects identifies it as a systemic problem
reflecting the lack of empathy in the existing human
social system.
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DISABILITY UNJUSTICE DOCUMENTS
The serial photos documented what the disabled people are
experiencing in the modern city, Hefei in China.

“CAREFULLY” LOCATED MUNICIPAL FACILITIES

BARRICADES ON THE PATH

LED TO THE WALL

NO CHOICE IN THE SUBWAY

NOT LONG ENOUGH

SUDDEN DEATH OF THE PATH

1 THE PEOPLE UNSEEN
In the author’s hometown, Hefei, China, people with

but a status people can enter and leave, sometimes

visual impairment or wheelchair users merely appear

more than once during their lifetime,12 according to

on the streets because of the lack of accessibilities in

various reasons such as diseases like Diabetes,

the public pedestrian space. As shown from the

accidents, and aging. Besides, the “disabled” is not

photos, there are facilities built, such as the designed

unable but differently-abled. Everyone still has

pavements to ensure accessibility for everyone. The

abilities regardless of the ones they may not have.

barriers are the occupation of bicycles or obstacles

Therefore, people should be more aware and

or not well-maintained municipal infrastructures. It

empathetic because improving equity and diversity

relfects the lack of empathy in the society.

would benefit everyone. Fifteen percent of the
world’s population are considered to live with

The transition from an empathetic lack model to an

different abilities.13 They should be included in

empathetic model could be achieved worldwide. The

creating a more adaptive, resilient, and resistant

US, for example, is working on the transformation

social system because of all they offer, and our

from a welfare social model to a civil rights social

environment should help normalize it.

model. A movement known as the “Capitol Crawl”
9

directly led to Congress passing the ADA.10 The
triggers to advocate disability justice are diverse
worldwide referring to the social and political
contexts they emerged, the ideological influences,
structures, issues, possibilities, and challenges. 11
(Appendix 2)
The key to building an empathetic society is
unlocked through our consciousness of what
disability is or means. First, disability is not a disease
20

Heyer, Katharina C. Rights enabled: The disability revolution,
from the US, to Germany and Japan, to the United Nations.
University of Michigan Press, 2015.
10
Draper, Ellary A. “Looking to the Past to Look Into the Future:
Disability Rights.” General Music Today 34.2 (2021): 34-38.
11
Mehrotra, Nilika. “Disability rights movements in India: Politics
and practice.” Economic and Political Weekly (2011): 65-72.
12
Barnartt, Sharon N., and Richard K. Scotch. Disability protests:
Contentious politics 1970-1999. Gallaudet University Press,
2001.
13
WHO, World Health Organization. “Disability Inclusion
Overview.” World Bank, 14 Apr. 2022, https://www.worldbank.
org/en/topic/disability#1.
9
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2 FROM CELLS TO LIVING SYSTEMS
Systemic thinking can be defined as a way to think
about relationships and patterns of the systems.14
The most straightforward metaphor is how cells
self-generate into living systems. Self-generating
means that each component in the network can
transform and replace other components. The
deciding factor in a system is not the components
but the relationship between components. It is the
relationship that makes the living systems
dynamic and interconnected.
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2.1 SYSTEMIC THINKING
Through systemic thinking, it became clear that
empathetic connections are generated through the
positive feedback loops in living systems like forest
and neuron systems. By looking at critical living
systems and studying how they thrive through
empathy, it is understood how the intelligence of the
non-human systems can benefit human society.
From 4000 million years ago, before humans existed,
there were already a lot of non-human living systems
on the earth, like bacteria networks, ants
communities, and forests. The thesis focused on tree
systems and neuron systems. They both have a
hierarchy, segregation, and intimate relationships, all
crucial components in human society.15 Their
importance to the research derives from the fact that
trees are the most comprehensive living producing
system, while neurons could directly affect the
differently-abled condition.
It was found that the tree system and the neuron
system are more resilient and adaptive with their
empathetic connections. These two systems can be
used as examples where the strengths rely on each
part of the system. The relationship of this reliance
makes them more empathetic. At the same time,
humans do not have the same inherent relationship
to connect us as part of a more extensive system
where we rely and depend on each other.

Simard, Suzanne. Finding the mother tree: uncovering the
wisdom and intelligence of the forest. Penguin UK, 2021.
15
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COMPLEXITY SYSTEMS
The collage indicates the diversity existing in different systems
and multiple scales. It explains why diversity matters for human
beings to thrive.
25
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2.2 SYSTEM GENERATION

CELLS

FEEDBACK LOOP

The living systems all start from cells to organisms.

get feedback loops in the system. So the living

Nevertheless, a network of chemical reactions and

systems are dynamic, self-organizing, and

energy flow in and between the organisms cannot be

interconnected. Therefore, the key to a system is the

called a system because the self-organization

relationship between components. The system

process is static. Systems have to be self-generating,

generates, repairs, and perpetuates itself only with

which means each component in the network is to

the relationship working.

transform and replace other components. Also,

16

16

they should have autonomous cyclical changes to
26

Capra, Fritjof. The web of life: A new synthesis of mind and
matter. London: Flamingo, 1996.

SELF ORGANIZATION

LIVING SYSTEM

SYSTEM GENERATION DIAGRAM
This diagram shows how living systems generate from cells from
prebiotic period based on the cell drawing from Capra Courses,
Amy E. Shyer’s lab finding of embryonic skin cells, and system
diagram in the The web of life: A new synthesis of mind and
matter.
27
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FEEDBACK LOOP IN NEURON SYSTEM
It includes the feedback loops in and between human bodies and
on multiple time scales.
28

FEEDBACK LOOP IN FOREST SYSTEM
It includes the feedback loops in and between forests and on
multiple time scales.
29
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2.3 SYSTEM EVOLUTION

COLLAPSED SYSTEMS

A SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEM

TRIGGER FROM OUTSIDE

There usually has to be a trigger from outside the

resilient, and resistant system. The difference

system to let systems evolve. From the diagram, the

between the collapsed and generated systems is

feedback loops exist at the different levels of a

how creative they are. As a result, diversity and

system. Although there is an existing hierarchy, it

complexity matter in all living systems, including the

does not influence the system’s interdependence and

human social system. Designers are not tasked with

multiplicity. The trigger could be small at first, then

designing systems because systems are self-

the feedback loop in the system would enlarge the

generating, but they can design triggers to change

influence, forcing the system to react first and then

them. They could also keep the diversity in the

adapt. A bifurcation point usually follows this: some

system to strengthen it.

systems could collapse because of the disturbance,

17

but most would self-generate to a more adaptive,
30

Capra, Fritjof, and Pier Luigi Luisi. The systems view of life: A
unifying vision. Cambridge University Press, 2014.

FEEDBACK LOOP INFLUENCE

EVOLUTED EXPANDING SYSTEMS

SYSTEM GENERATION DIAGRAM
This diagram shows how the feedback loop enlarge the impact of
outside trigger and the bifurcation point during system evolution.
31

3 FROM THINKING TO MAKING
To better understand the relationship and pattern
of systems, the physical model is used to observe
the constructive intervention in the system, its
internal components, and the environment.
The magnets are chosen as the material because
the component itself could have two kinds of
forces - attraction and repulsion.
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EXISTING SOCIAL NETWORK
majority / hierarchy / lack of empathy

PROPOSED SOCIAL NETWORK
empathetic / diverse / equal / resilient / resistant

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP SHIFT DIAGRAM
This diagram illustrates the existing and proposed relationships of
information flow in human society.
34

35
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ENERGY IN THE SINGLE COMPONENT

ENERGY FLOW BETWEEN COMPONENTS

REPULSION BETWEEN TWO COMPONENTS

ATTRACTION BETWEEN TWO COMPONENTS

MAGNETS STUDY https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u8bbfzIjcNc&list=PL9YH9DBS-_iOR7bJ6pTthQi1_ciE-CqTB&index=5
36

37
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3.1 MAJORITY-BASED MODEL
The first model made is based on a majoritycontrolling system. It collapsed when the magnet
powder was added to visualize the forces between
the magnets. The powder adding process is also a
disturbance from outside, but the model can’t handle
it because it was made in a linear way - building the
center first then attaching components to the center.
The center has too much power so it can not be
replaced in this system. This system somehow is
close to the supremacy and majority-controlling
status in the human social system.

MAJORITY-BASED SYSTEM MODELING
This is the process of modeling a version of majority-based
model which is highly centralized and made in a linear way.
38

39
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MAJORITY-BASED SYTEM MODELING PROCESS

MAJORITY-BASED MODEL VIDEO https://youtu.be/Ofzkjv1qi9k.
40

41
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3.2 AGENT BASED MODEL
A nonlinear approach was applied to make a version
of an agent-based model, a bottom to up pattern
that allows each component to build connections
with others. It is possible to see how resilient and
adaptive they are from the video when they are
disturbed by an outside force.
In this model, each component is replaceable. Also,
they transfer energy, and they could support or deny
the other components. The components make
decisions by themselves to build connections or not
depending on their attraction and repulsion forces,
which makes the connection building and breaking
process flexible.

AGENT-BASED SYSTEM MODELING
This is the process of modeling a version of agent-based model
which follows bottom to up pattern and nonlinear approach.
42

43
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AGENT-BASED SYTEM BEHAVIORS

AGENT-BASED MODEL VIDEO https://youtu.be/ZFyQgULiuog.
44

45
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3.3 THE PRINCIPLES
TO DESIGN A TRIGGER
The systems appeared to have limitations and

components make decisions in the design process.

constraints through the model-making process: the

Thirdly, interconnected components mean that

lack of equity and high centralization of the first

relationships exist at different system levels. So the

model, the distance limitation, and moving

design of the trigger is to make interconnections

constraints in the second model. The observation

between components. Last but not least, principle

and analysis of components’ behaviors

dynamic concepts mean that limitations could also

demonstrated four principles to design a trigger,

be capabilities in a system. The proposed triggers

which could help define the systemic solutions.

need time to tell if they could work through collecting

NONLINEAR ORGANIZATION

DECENTRALIZED STRUCTURE

INTERCONNECTED COMPONENTS

DYNAMIC CONCEPTS

feedback from the built environment.
Firstly, nonlinear organization means that the basic
structure should be changed first to change a

These principles guide the thesis to investigate and

component’s behavior. In design, that means the

experiment with triggers to motivate a more

change of designers’ basic logic of thinking. The

accessible environment where we can all contribute

second principle - decentralized structure - means

with different abilities, categorically different from our

the more robust the center is, the more collapsable a

current social structure, controlled by majorities, and

system usually is. That asks designers to let

highly centralized.

SYSTEM MODEL ANALYZING DIAGRAM
The diagrams are the principles found from the systems
modeling process and components’ behaviors.
46
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THE MAJORITY-BASED MODEL
This model was made by magnets and wire web.
48

THE AGENT-BASED MODEL
This model was made by magnets, woods and music wires.
49

4 SYSTEM DESIGN
Systemic design is an ever-changing process to
emerge a trigger that could influence living
systems. It includes the feedback loop between
analyzing the laws of existing systems related to
specific issues, modeling the components’
behaviors, and learning the intelligence of nonhuman living systems.
The following precedents of systemic design aim
to change components’ behaviors either through
intelligence learning or awareness triggering in the
urban transport system.
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4.1 SLIME MOLDS
The urban transport system design could learn from

Another research about the Amoeba-Like Organism

the Mycetozoa system. An experiment done by the

Physarum building adaptive paths and transport

University of Tokyo on slime molds observed that the

networks19 could also prove that the single-cell

tunnels to distribute food that slime molds created

de-centralized system could be the new approach to

looked almost identical to that of the rail system

designing urban transport systems.

surrounding Tokyo. According to the discovery, the
18

design of efficient and adaptable networks could
grow from the simple rules of the brainless slime
mold’s behaviors.

Laura Sanders, Science News. “Slime Mold Grows Network
Just like Tokyo Rail System.” Wired, Conde Nast, 22 Jan. 2010,
https://www.wired.com/2010/01/slime-mold-grows-network-justlike-tokyo-rail-system/.
19
Kunita, Itsuki, et al. “Adaptive path-finding and transport
network formation by the amoeba-like organism physarum.”
Natural computing and beyond. Springer, Tokyo, 2013. 14-29.
18

SLIME MOLD NETWORK GROWING EXPERIMENT 18
In the experiment, researchers led by Toshiyuki Nakagaki, of
Hokkaido University in Sapporo, Japan, placed oat flakes (a
slime mold delicacy) in a pattern that mimicked the way cities are
scattered around Tokyo, then set the slime mold loose.
52

53
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TIME SERIES OF THE TUBE-NETWORK BUILDING 19
The experiments imitatied of the geographic conditions in the
aimed cities to observe how the Physarum resolve the problems
through their nestworks.

NETWORKS COMPARISION OF PHYSARUM NETWORK19
The physarum self-organizing system is highly similar to the
urban transport network.
54
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4.2 Traffic Installation
The 24–hour installation produces a cohesive
landscape at Columbus Circle using only traffic
cones, a material indigenous to the site.20 Columbus
Circle is a heavily trafficked intersection in
Manhattan’s New York City borough. The installation
created visual cohesion in the six separate traffic
circles with its impactful array of 2,500 cones. It
broke the usual space design rules with materials,
circulations, or landform but followed the system
actions such as sequence and repetition.

Scofidio, Diller. “Traffic.” DS+R, Hidden Architecture, 2019,
https://dsrny.com/project/traffic.
20

56

PLAN20
Top view of the cores pattern design.

TRAFFIC CONES PHOTOGRAPH20
View of Columbus Circle.

TRAFFIC CONES PHOTOGRAPH20
Street view.
57

5 FROM DISABILITY TO DIVERSITY
Every system has its limitations and constraints,
including the human social system. Each system
also has its characters, consisting of components
and relationships between components. Designs
could influence the behaviors of components by
changing the core structure of a system, and
every design test would face specific challenges
and need adjustments to local conditions.
Eventually, the system would demonstrate new
characters, which could be an evolution from the
previous one.
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5.1 SEE PEDESTRIANS AS A
SYSTEM
Back to the resolution for the accessibility deficiency

through the nonlinear way of thinking. The essential

problem, the empathetic interconnection needs a

components of the pedestrian system are

trigger to strengthen it in the existing system. The

pedestrians with different abilities, including

pedestrian system – a subsystem of the urban

wheelchair users and people with visual impairment.

transport system – will be experimented with

Also, barriers, signaling, crossings, and sidewalks are

because the accessibility issue found at the

the core structure of this system, which have the

beginning of the thesis is directly related to it.

potential to be triggered. Some of them were indeed

Triggers could change the characters of such a

triggered in the history of pedestrian evolution from

system in its generating process.

vehicle mixed sidewalks to motivational complexity.
Besides transport, the trigger design could also

The pedestrian system is the continuous dynamic

extend to many different systems, including urban

changes of positions in three-dimensional spaces

systems - infrastructures, networks, or plantings.

DISABILITY UNJUSTICE COLLAGE
Showing the resons why the visual impaired people hardly going
out to the street in the modern cities in China.
60
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URBAN SYSTEM HIEARCHY COLLAGE
The pedestrian system exists as part of transport system, which
is the compose of critical urban systems.
62

63
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5.2 DECENTRALIZATION OF
PEDESTRIANS
Triggering the obstacles and barriers could be the

stairs as barriers, then the stairs should be the

main focus because they relate directly to

barriers in the whole system because they are the

accessibility deficiency issues and connect to safety,

decision-makers in the system. Nevertheless,

which might not have been considered in detail yet.

systemic design is not invested in designing a

Based on the decentralization principle, the

barrier-free place. Instead, it triggers a more

pedestrian system is defined by pedestrians because

empathetic consciousness between components

they are the components of the system. Pedestrians

because it is the relationship that matters in a

are the ones who make most decisions within the

system, not some irreplaceable centers.

system. If wheelchair users and stick users define the

PEDESTRIAN SYSTEM DIAGRAM
This diagram demonstrates the key element influencing the
accessibility and connecting most components.
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5.3 TRIGGER EMPATHETIC
CONSCIOUSNESS
There are many ways to raise the consciousness of

was not easy for drivers to notice the newly added

empathy, from landscape aspects, like lighting,

elements.22 After longtime experiments, the crossing

planting, and paving. From the history of pedestrian

is resolved with zebra lines as we know them today,

system evolution, the triggers could be very sudden,

a solution that works very well with other elements in

such as one person’s death. In contrast, others are

the pedestrian system, like light signals. The

planned and significant, such as the protests for

invention of crossings was for safety, while all the

greater accessibility. Take the change of crossings as

other generations of the elements were for other

an example: the trigger for the invention of the

purposes. Some activated the development, while

crossing is because a vehicle killed Bridget Driscoll in

others caused more issues than before. This process

1896. Then the designers chose to add metal rails

is the nature of system evolution, so the focus on

on the street to remind drivers to slow down, but the

accessibility is a part of this dynamic process.

21

death rate of pedestrians was still high because it

Kunkle, Fredrick. “Analysis | Fatal Crash with Self-Driving Car
Was a First - like Bridget Driscoll’s Was 121 Years Ago with One
of the First Cars.” The Washington Post, WP Company, 28 Oct.
2021, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/tripping/
wp/2018/03/22/fatal-crash-with-self-driving-car-was-a-first-likebridget-driscolls-was-121-years-ago-with-one-of-the-first-cars/.
22
Eschner, Kat. “A Short History of Groundhog Day | Smart
News| Smithsonian Magazine.” Smithsonian Magazine,
SmartNews, 31 Oct. 2017, https://www.smithsonianmag.com/
smart-news/short-history-groundhog-day-180958018/.
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THESIS SYNTHETIC DRAWING
This collage shows how general system theory could be
combined with accessibility deficiency issue through systemic
thinking.
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PEDESTRIAN SYSTEM GENERATION TIMELNIE
The timeline shows developing histories of elements from the
built environment, like sidewalks, traffic lights or zebra crossings,
and how they were changed with the introduction of triggers.
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5.4 DYNAMIC FEEDBACK
Using systemic thinking, landscape architects should

designs work very well, while others fail, as was

not only propose the changes on the land but also

found in Hefei, China, where only the pavement

follow up on the feedback obtained from the

change could not make a difference in the

individual behaviors after the design was built. Some

accessibility deficiency issue. So designers should

designs intend to arouse the empathetic

also listen to the feedback from the built environment

consciousness, like the SOS symbol or pavement

to let design be self-generated as a more adaptive

designed for people with visual impairments. Some

system.

SYSTEMIC DESIGN COLLAGE
This collage shows how design engages in building empathetic
consciousness with experimental methods.
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6 EXPERIMENTS
One way to trigger empathetic consciousness is to
let pedestrians notice the ordinary small moments
of movement interruption on sidewalks. The
experiments of different landscape design aspects
on multiple scales are part of the feedback loop
between design and the built environment.
Using color is a standard method in landscape
design to attract people’s conscious attention, but
we are not familiar with how color as a designed
trigger works in the environment. A signal dyed
experiment is the beginning of a series of
experiments that would test landscape design
reflection on the feedback loop of the built
environment in the future.
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6 THE COLOR EXPERIMENT TO
TRIGGER EMPTHEY
The author chose a slightly tilted signal on Ship
Street in Downtown Providence, RI, the USA, as the
test subject based on its traffic condition, barrier
existence, and accessibility.

BEFORE, DOWNTOWN PROVIDENCE, 11 am

Before the experiment, some pedestrians could
notice the signal because it caused a minor
inconvenience on the sidewalk. Rare pedestrians
would associate that the signal could be a barrier
for wheelchair and stick users. However, the change
of color failed to get more people to notice the
signal as the original thought was to slow down
pedestrians to arouse their empathy. One
speculation is that the smell of the paint instead
made people pass more quickly. A surprise is that
one pedestrian stopped longer to look at the signal,
so the color change could work as a part of
extending people’s stay but not slowing them down.

DYING EXPERIMENT DOCUMENTS
The serial photos documented pedestrians’ reactions toward the
slightly tilted signal before and after the signal dyed into purple.
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AFTER, DOWNTOWN PROVIDENCE, 11 am
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7 REFLECTION
While completing this thesis, repeating the actions
of getting feedback from theoretical learning and
practical thinking in different phases led the
process to consider designing a dynamic and
adaptive system working with larger systems in
the built environment.
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7.1 LEARNING PROCESS
In this phase, the accessibility deficiency issue needs

Finally, when the research was going to be put into

not to design a barrier-free environment but rather to

the real world to respond to the identified issues, a

trigger collective empathy in the public space. There

chance appeared to jump out from what one knows

is the feedback loop between identifying systemic

from existing work like designing installations, apps,

problems, applying systemic thinking to the related

or pavements. The outputs could be the translation

fields, modeling systems with understanding

of conceptual ideas like attracting people’s attention

components’ behaviors to get principles, and

to vibrate social structures by repeating the learning

experimenting with possible solutions to figuring how

process about the system through feedback loops.

to arouse people’s consciousness.

PEDESTRIAN SYSTEM ENERGY FLOW
There is a self-organizing and rules seeking process in the
pedestrian system which is relfected in the video: https://youtu.
be/zGCytxj8wDg.
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7.2 SUMMARY
As the role of design is to introduce a trigger for the

Challenges to building empathy into the system are

system evolution, it needs to keep adding or

from systemic approaches, including tracing

subtracting layers on different scales so that the

relationships between pedestrians, coordinating

system can slowly be steered in one direction. For

different layers, and translating abstract concepts

example, in this thesis, resilience in the pedestrian

into spaces. Because they need designers to think

system could be built by adding several layers

about invisible ideas like rules and patterns, not the

designed for multiple conditions but all working

visible aspects like infrastructures and pavements,

towards raising empathy. The proposal for the

also, designers should keep self-critic to build

accessibility deficiency issue is not to design the

positive feedback loops in the system. That is why

pedestrian system but to affect it in a way that

the experiments of testing design ideas in the built

should be experimented with to see if they could

environment and collecting feedback from individual

raise empathy.

behaviors are the core actions of systemic design.

TRIGGER WORKFLOW
The diagram shows how the trigger’s impact got enlarged by
feedback loop so that the influence would largen.
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SYSTEMS BUILT PROCESS https://youtu.be/1zVbL8RvlXw
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APPENDIX
Appendix 1 is the collections of all the diagrams
drawn by the author during the learning process,
which reflects the feedback between thoeretical
knowlege.
Appendix 2 is the analysis of how to achive the
empathetic society worldwide based on the
literature reviews.
Appendix 3 is the summarizing diagram based on
Capra’s syetmic thinking theories.
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APPENDIX 1

DIAGRAM DRAFT 1
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DIAGRAM DRAFT 2
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DIAGRAM DRAFT 3
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DIAGRAM DRAFT 4

DIAGRAM DRAFT 5
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APPENDIX 2

LITERATURE REVIEW GUIDING DIAGRAM
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JAPENESE EMPATHETIC STRUCTURE SHIFT
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GERMANY DISABILITY JUSTICE MOVEMENT REVIEW
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GERMANY EMPATHETIC STRUCTURE SHIFT
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INDIAN DISABILITY JUSTICE MOVEMENT REVIEW
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INDIAN EMPATHETIC STRUCTURE SHIFT
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EMPATHETIC SOCIETY SHIFT WORLDWIDE RANGE
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TURNING POINT TO ACHIEVE EMPATHETIC SOCIETY
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APPENDIX 3

SYSTEM THEORY HISTORY REVIEW
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CELLS GENERATION REVIEW
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BIFURCATION POINT REVIEW
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BRAINSTORM BOARD
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